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1. INTRODUCTION 
If F is a set-valued function on [0, l] into the non-empty subsets of Eucli- 
dean space and SF denotes the set of finite integrals of selections of F with 
respect to Lebesgue measure, according to Aumann [l, Theorem 31 we have 
SF = sco F, providing F is componentwise nonnegative and has a Bore1 
graph. Castaing has given a similar result [5, ThCoreme 7.1(b)], assuming 
instead that F is compact-valued, measurable (Remark 2.2 below), and inte- 
grably bounded and using a nonatomic, bounded, Radon measure on a 
locally compact space. Other contributions include [7], [3], [lo], and [14, 
Section 211, to say nothing of the extensive literature on the LaSalle bang- 
bang principle of control theory, which is related to the statement 
SF = JcoF. 
In this note we observe for one thing that atoms may be permitted in the 
measure space if we change the conclusion to co JF = J co F. With non- 
atomic measure, the latter statement reduces to SF = J co F by virtue of 
Lyapunov’s convexity theorem. 
We further replace the assumption of nonnegativity or integrably bounded- 
ness by the much weaker (although more complicated) condition that no 
“face-like subfunctions” of F be “hollow,” as defined in Section 2 below. 
This condition is necessary as well as sufficient for co JF = J co F. We also 
use weaker topological assumptions than those made in [I] and [5]. 
The main results are Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. For sufficiency we use most of 
the argument of [I] and various selection results, Rockafellar’s [12] adapta- 
tions to Rfi of work of Castaing [5] and Kuratowski and Ryll-Nardzewski [I l] 
are especially helpful. Corollary 3.3 gives, in effect, [1, Theorem 31 and [5, 
ThCoreme 7.1 (b)] ( see R emark 3.4). Some applications, notably to weakening 
the assumption of integrably boundedness (or nonnegativity) in the bang- 
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bang principle, are given in the final section. Examples in 2.1 illustrate the 
presence and absence of hollow face-like subfunctions. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We denote the real numbers by R, Euclidean n-space by Rn, the set of 
nonempty subsets of P by B(R*), the convex hull of A C R” by co A, the set 
of extreme points of A by ext A, and the usual inner product by x . y. Recall 
that for A C Rn, ext co A C ext A, and if also co A is compact, then 
co A = co ext co A. For a, x E R”, we denote 
#(a, x) = R* n {z: a * x = a . x}, 
9(a, x) = R* n (z: a * z < a . x}. 
Thus X(0, x) = R” and #(a, x) is a hyperplane through x for a # 0. 
We fix T as a nonempty set and p as a measure (as defined in [S]) on T. We 
assume p is a-finite. Measurability and integrability always refer to p, and 
we abbreviate jrf(t) dpt by sf. Subsets of T having measure zero are 
ignored, e.g., “for t E T” means “for a.e. t E T.” Summability means finite 
integrability. 
Let F: T---f P(R*); thus F is a set-valued function. A selection of F is a 
function f : T + Rn such that f(t) E F(t) for t E T. We define 
d(F) = {f: f is a measurable selection of F}, 
Y(F) = d(F) n {f: f is summable}, 
graph F = ((t, z): t E T and z E F(t)}. 
Also, co F is the H: T + 9(Rn) such that H(t) = co F(t) for t E T; ext co F 
is defined similarly. We say F is (adjective)-valued if F(t) is (adjective) for 
t E T. These definitions also apply if T is replaced by a measurable subset. 
We say that G: T + B(R*) is hollow if j’ G = 4 and s co G # 4. 
If F: T -+P(Rn), by a face-like subfunction (abbreviated FLS) of F we 
mean a G: T +B(Rn) such that there exist k 3 1 and ai E R” and a sum- 
mable pi: T-+ Rn for i = l,..., K for which (we agree A n ()i=, BI = A) 
G(t) = F(t) n 6 *(ai , p,(t)) for t E T, (2-l) 
i=l 
j-1 
F(t) n 0 *(ai , ~40) C g(aj , pdt>) forj = l,..., K, TV T. V-4 
i-1 
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It is easy to show that for t E T, co G(t) is then a face [13, p. 1621 of coF(t) 
and that each such face is parallel to a fixed subspace of Rn, viz., 
ft, wai , 0). 
Our interest is in showing that co SF = s co F iff F has no hollow FLS. 
Although this condition may appear somewhat complicated, its complication 
also makes it a very weak restriction on F, i.e., it merely requires that J G # 4 
for very special G. Incidentally, we could omit summability of p, ,..., p, in 
defining FLS without effect on the results below. The present version makes 
the sufficiency statement, Theorem 3.2, easier to apply. 
EXAMPLES 2.1. We illustrate the presence and absence of a hollow 
FLS by some examples. In all cases co SF = s co F if F has no hollow 
FLS and co s F # s co F otherwise. They thus illustrate Theorems 3.1 and 
3.2 below. The symbols G, k, ai , and p, are used as in the definition of FLS. 
(a) Let n = 1, T = [0, 11, p be Lebesgue measure on T, and 
F(t) =(1/t, -l/t} for TV T. Then co SF = SF =+ # SCOF = R. By this 
example, Aumann showed that nonnegativity may not be omitted from 
[l, Theorem 31 (although it may be weakened). Here F is hollow and is an 
FLS of itself (taking K = 1 and a, = 0). 
(b) Let n = 2, p and T be as in (a), andF(t) = ((0, 0), (1, l/t), (1, -I/t)} 
for t E T. Take K = 1, a, = (1, 0), and pi(t) = (1, 0), whence 
G(t) = {(L 1/t), (1, -1/t)>, for t E T. 
Then similar to (a), G is a hollow FLS of F. Also, 
/coF=({l} x R)uj-Ffcoj-F. 
Hence JF # 4 is not sufficient for co JF = J co F. 
(c) In (b) adjoin the point (1,0) to each F(t). Now the G of (b) is not 
hollow since J G # 4. Th e only other FLS ofF has the constant value ((0, 0)) 
and is obviously not hollow. Also, J co F is unchanged but now 
coJF=fF=JcoF. 
(d) In (b) adjoin (2,0) to each F(t). Then the G of (b) is not an FLS 
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of F since (2-2) fails. The only FLS’s of F have constant value ((0, 0)} or 
((2,0)} and are not hollow. Also 
~~jF=jF={(O,0),(2,O)}u~(z,,z,):O<z,<2,z,~R}=jcoF. 
Thus Theorem 3.1 fails if (2-2) is omitted in defining FLS. 
(e) Let n = 2, p and T be as in (a), and F(t) = ((0, 0), (1, l/t)> for 
t E T. For G(t) = ((1, l/t)} for t E T, we have j co G = +, so this FLS of F 
is not hollow. The only other FLS of F has constant value ((0, 0)) and is not 
hollow. Also 
s 
coF=cojF=jF 
= WY 0)) ” K% v aa): 0 < z, < 1, z2 > -ln(l - zJ}. 
Thus if hollowness of G were redefined to mean s G = (b, Theorem 3.1 
would fail and although Theorem 3.2 would hold, the hypothesis would not 
be strictly weaker than the nonnegativity condition of [l]. This example was 
privately communicated by Professor Aumann. 
(f) From the foregoing examples, one might be tempted to replace 
G-2) by 
F(t) C =%i , p,(t)> fortET, i=l,..., K, (2-2’) 
whence co G(t) would be an exposed face of co F(t). This would cause Theo- 
rem 3.2, but not Theorem 3.1, to fail. To see this, we must go to 11 = 3. Let 
T and p be as in (a), 
and 
A = ([O, 1 [x LO, 11 x R) ” ((1) x IS, 11 x R), 
Then 
F(t) = A u ((1) x ($=} x (l/t, -l/t}) for t E T. 
co F= 
s s 
F=A and j coF = A u ((1) x ($1 x R) # co jF. 
Under (2-2’), F would have no hollow FLS, but it does under (2-2), as is 
seen by taking G given by K = 2, PI(t) = p%(t) = (1, 3, 0) for t E T, 
a, = (1, 0, 0), and a2 = (0, - 1, 0), whence j G = (b but 
s co G = (1) x {&} x R. 
(g) To take an atomic example, let n = 2, T = (s, i, 8 ,... }, and 
p({t}) = t andF(t) = ((0, 0), (1, l/t), (1, -l/t)} fort E T. ThenF has a hollow 
FLS, as in (b), and ] co F and co SF are as in that example. 
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Adjoining (1,O) to each F(t) results in F having no hollow FLS and 
s COF=CO/F(#IF). 
Rema~h 2.2. Following [4, 51 and others, we say F: T +B(Rn) is 
measurable if {t: F(t) n A # I#} is measurable whenever A C Rn is closed. 
A Polish space is a separable metric space homeomorphic to a complete 
separable metric space. A Suslin subset of a Polish space is a continuous 
image of a Polish space (equivalently, of a Bore1 subset of a Polish space). 
For a given F: T +B(R”) we say that (this is similar to Condition (CX) 
of [15]): 
Condition (S) holds if T is a Polish space, TV is Bore1 regular[8, Section 2.2.31, 
and graph F is a Suslin subset of T x Rn. 
In this event, F is measurable. Also, under Condition (S) any measurable 
f : T + R” is a.e. equal to a Bore1 function, as a corollary to Lusin’s theorem 
[8, Section 2.2.61. Only when Condition (S) holds do we make a topological 
assumption on T. 
One motivation for permitting, in Condition (S), graph F to be Suslin 
rather than Bore1 (stronger but more familiar) is the following example. 
Suppose T = [0, I], p is Lebesgue measure, and d is a Bore1 function on 
T x R into Rn. Define D(q) = Jr d(t, q(t)) dg for all p such that the integral 
exists and is finite and let F(t) = {d(t, y): y E R} for t E T. Then SF is the 
range of D and its properties are relevant to, for example, vector optimization 
of D (e.g., see [15]). The graph of this F need not be Bore1 (even if d is con- 
tinuous), but it is Suslin, being the image of the Bore1 set 
{(t, y, a): t E T, y E R, and .a = d(t, y)} 
under the projection of T x R x R” onto T x R”. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose F,: T -+B(Rn) and F,: T -+9(Rm) are measurable 
and closed-valued and F(t) = F,(t) x F,(t) for t E T. Then F is measurable. 
Proof. This follows from [12, Theorem l] in the same way as [12, 
Corollary 1.21. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose F: T -+B(Rn) is measurable, a E R*, and 
p(t) = sup@ . z: z EF(t)} for t E T. 
Then p: T -+ Rfl U {CO} is measurable. ([5, Corollaire to ThCorkrne 6.11 is 
related.) 
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Proof. Let s E R and B be the set of rationals greater than s. For r E B, 
let A,=R”u{x:a.x~7}andH,=Tn{t:F(t)nA,#~); then H,.is 
measurable since F is measurable. Since T n (t: p(t) > s} = (JreB H,. , the 
lemma follows. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose F: T -+9(Rn), f * E A(co F), and either (1) F is 
measurable and closed-valued, (2) co F is measurable and compact-valued, OY (3) 
Condition (S) holds. Then: 
(a) there exist g, ,..., g, E ,.4?(F) and measurable nonnegative functions 
To 7*.-j VT2 such that 
(b) if a E R”, f * is summable, Y(F) # $, and a . sf < a . j-f * for 
f~Y(F),thma.z<u.f*(t)forzeF(t),tET. 
Proof. When (3) holds, we may take f * to be a Bore1 function. 
To prove (a), somewhat as in [l] and [S], we define the nonempty set 
G(t)=R2n+2n (5, ,..., tn,xo ,..., ~,):O<~~<landx~~F(t) 
I 
for allj, f (j = 1 , and f *(t) = ?go tjxjl for t f T. 
j=O 
Then under (l), G is closed-valued and, by Lemma 2.3 and [12, Corollary 
1.31, measurable. Hence, &I(G) # $ by 112, C orollary 1. l] (earlier versions 
are given in [ll, Section l] and [4, 5, Section 51). Under (3), graph G is 
Suslin, so A(G) ##J by the von Neumann selection theorem, e.g., [15, 
Theorem 4.1 and Remark 4.21 Q%(G) # # can also be derived from [l 1, 
Section l] or [4, 5, Section 51). Thus, the desired representation exists if (1) 
or (3) holds. Under (2), one obtains the same representation by applying 
[6, Th&n&me 31 and noting that ext co F(t) C F(t) for t E T. This proves (a). 
To prove (b), first represent f * as in (a). Then prove 
a . h(t) < a . f *(t) for t E T, h E A!(F). (2-3) 
To do this follow Aumann’s proof of (3.3) [l] (this is the heart of proving 
Theorem 3.2 below), with the following changes: Replace g, by h. Choose a 
summable positive function 77 on T and redefine (11 /I is the Euclidean norm) 
U(m) = {t: ]I f (t)ll < mT(t)}. ChoosefE Y(F) and replaceg, byfin the defini- 
tion off,,, and thereafter. 
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Now suppose the conclusion of (b) is false. Then one may obtain a 6 > 0 
and a measurable Q C T such that r(Q) > 0 and for t E Q, letting 
we have 
H(t) E R” n (8: a . x > a *f*(t) + S}, 
D(t) Es F(t) n H(t) # q5. 
Under (1) or (3), one obtains d E M(D) by applying the selection theorems 
used in proving (a) and contradicts (2-3) by letting h(t) = d(t) for t E Q and 
h(t) = go(t) (with g, from (a)) for t E T\Q. Thus, (b) holds if either (1) or (3) 
holds. 
Under (2), for t E T, let 
p(t) = sup{a ’ z: z E coF(t)} and E(t) = coF(t) n {z: a * z = p(t)}, 
whence E(t) # 4. Also, E is compact-convex-valued and, by Lemma 2.4, 
measurable. For t E Q, since E(t) is a face of coF(t), ext E(t) C D(t). Choose 
e* EJZ(E) by [12, Corollary 1.11. Applying (a) to ext E and e*, choose 
e, ,..., e, E .M(ext E) and measurable nonnegative functions X, ,..., /\,, such 
that EYE, Ai = 1 and CyD,, X,(t) e*(t) = e*(t) for t E Q. Now let h(t) = e,(t) 
for t E Q and h(t) = g,,(t) for t E T\Q; (2-3) is contradicted by this h also, so 
(b) holds under (2). This proves the lemma. 
3. RESULTS 
That for F to have no hollow FLS is sufficient for co SF = J co F is given 
by Theorem 3.2 under the three alternative hypotheses of Lemma 2.5. 
Neither the Suslin assumption of Condition (S) nor the measurability assump- 
tions of the other two alternatives may be omitted, as shown by an example 
of Aumann [l] with similar purpose. No topological or measurability assump- 
tion is needed in Theorem 3.1, which asserts necessity. Corollary 3.3 relates 
to prior results, as discussed in Remark 3.4. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose F: T -+ 8(Rn) and co J’F = J co F. Then F has no 
hollow face-like subfunction (FLS). 
Proof. Suppose k > 1, ai E R” and pi: T -+ I? is summable for 
i = l,..., k, (2-l) and (2-2) hold, and J co G # $. We must show J G # 4. 
Pick g E ~‘(co G). Then sg E JcoF = co SF. Choose cy,, ,,.., an > 0 and 
(not necessarily distinct) f. ,..., fn E Y(F) such that 
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We claim that for h = l,..., k, 
a< .fj(t) = ui * g(t) = ai . pi(t) for t E T, j = 0 ,..., n, i = l,..., h. 
(3-l) 
Denying this claim, let h, be the smallest value of h for which (3-l) fails. 
Then by (2-2) for t E T, j = 0 ,..., n, we have fj(t) E 9(ah0 , phO(t)), i.e., 
%, * f&> < uh, * Ph$)’ (3-2) 
and by (2-l), u,,~ *g(t) = a,,, *~~~(t). If for some j, the inequality in (3-2) 
were strict on a set of positive measure, we would have 
ah, - 
s 
g = uh, * i 
j=O 
hence equality holds in (3-2), so (3-l) holds, proving the claim. 
Letting h = k in (3-l) we obtain f. E Y(G), which proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose F: T -+ B(Rn) and either (1) F is measurable and 
closed-valued, (2) co F is measurable and compact-valued, or (3) Condition (S) 
holds. Suppose also that F has no hollow face-like subfunction (FLS). Then 
co SF = JcoF. 
Proof. Since F is an FLS of itself, Y(F) # 4. Most of the argument given 
by Aumann [l , Theorem 31, using induction on dimension, may be employed, 
with augmentation, as follows. The theorem is trivial if n = 0. Let n > 0 
and assume the theorem is true for smaller n. Suppose f * E Y(co F) and 
sf * 6 co SF. Under (3) take f * to be Borel. Take a E R%\(O) such that 
a . s h < a * sf * for h E Y(F). Represent f * as in Lemma 2.5(a). From 
Lemma 2.5(b), note that a * gj(t) < a *f*(t) for t E T, j = O,..., n (this is 
(3.3) of [l], proved in much the same way). Hence, 
a*gi(t)=a.f*(t) or vj(t) = 0 for t E T, j = 0 ,..., n. 
Let H = ,%?(u, 0) and E(t) = [F(t) -f*(t)] n H for t E T as in [l]. By 
Lemma 2.5(b), for t E T, F(t) C 9(u, f *(t)), hence also 
CO E(t) = [coF(~) -f*(t)] n H. 
Check in a straightforward way that since F has no hollow FLS, neither has 
E. By [12, Corollary 1.21, E is measurable (and closed-valued) under (l), 
and co E is measurable (and compact-valued) under (2). Under (3) graph E is 
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Suslin. Hence, the induction hypothesis1 may be applied to E. Now 
~=j~fomikd*l+S 
hence 0 E co s E from which one deduces s f * E co J F. This completes the 
proof. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose F: T + B(R”) and either (1) F is measurable and 
closed-valued, (2) co F is measurable and compact-valued, or (3) Condition (S) 
holds. Suppose F(t) is a subset of the nonnegative orthant of R” for t E T. Then F 
has no hollow FLS and hence co SF = j’ co F. 
Proof. Suppose k > 1, a( E Rn and Pi: T -+ R” is summable for 
i = l,..., 12, (2-l) and (2-2) hold, and Jco G # +. Choose g* E Y(co G). 
Under (3), one may assume g* and p, ,..., p, are Borel. For t E T, let 
H(t) = R” n 1~: m$I [P -g*“(t)] < 01 
(superscripts index components) and D(t) = G(t) n H(t); then D(t) # #. 
We obtain g E J!(D) by [12, Corollaries 1.3 and 1.11 under (1) or by [15, 
Theorem 4.1 and Remark 4.21 under (3). Then 
0 <d(t) < i g”(t) < i g*“(t) fortET, j= l,..., 71, (3-3) 
7+=1 ??I-1 
so g is summable, i.e., g E Y(G). (This adapts an argument of [l].) Thus F 
has no hollow FLS under (1) or (3). 
Under (2), co G is compact-valued and measurable. For t E T, let 
and 
p(t) = inf i 
I 
z”? x E co G(t) 
W&=1 I 
E(t) = CO G(t) n 1%: m$l zi = p(t)/; 
then E(t) is a face of co G(t), so ext E(t) C G(t). Also, E is compact-valued 
and, by Lemma 2.4, measurable. By [9, Theorem 4(a)], graph ext E belongs 
1 Professor Aumann has communicated the following clarification (irrelevant to the 
present proof) which may help the reader follow the inductive step in [I]: One may 
assume (I” # 0. Let B(X) = (x1 ,..., x”-‘) for x E R”. The induction hypothesis 
applies to ?rE since -rrf * < WE. Since 0 E $ co m-E, we have 0 E s rE = = s E, and, 
since x is 1 : 1 onH,OEJE. 
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to the u-algebra generated by {P x A: P C T is measurable and A C Rn is 
Borel). Therefore, by the measurable choice theorem of [2], there exists 
g E &‘(ext E) C&(G); (3-3) holds for this g also, so g E Y(G), and again F 
has no hollow FLS. 
Applying Theorem 3.2, we obtain s co F = co SF. 
Remark 3.4. Corollary 3.3 shows that Theorem 3.2 generalizes the two 
results which inspired this work: [I, Theorem 31 and, since validity under 
nonnegativity implies validity under integrably boundedness, [5, ThCorkme 
7.1(b)] (also given in [4]). Other related results are [4, Theorkme 7.61 (which 
assumes integrably boundedness) and [14, ThCor&me 211 (which assumes 
scalarly integrability, implying integrably boundedness). The latter two 
results use (finite-dimensional) vector measures, but in other respects are 
particularizations of Corollary 4.1 below, by virtue of Corollary 3.3. Additional 
history is given in [14, Section 211. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
We conclude with some applications. Corollary 4.1 is related to the LaSalle 
bang-bang principle as shown in the ensuing discussion. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose F: T---f Y(Rn) is compact-convex-valued and 
measurable, and ext F has no hollow face-like subfunction (FLS). Then 
j F = co J ext F. If also p is nonatomic, then J F = J ext F. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.2 under hypothesis (2) to extF, and note the 
Lyapunov convexity theorem, e.g., [15, Theorem 3.11. 
To illustrate application of Corollary 4.1 to the bang-bang principle of 
control theory, let T = [to, tl] C R, A be a Lebesgue summable function on 
T into the n x n real matrices, V: T -+9(Rn) be compact-valued and 
measurable (whence so is co V, by [12, Corollary 3.3]), and x,, E Rn. For 
v E Y(V), let x, be the (unique) absolutely continuous function on T to Rn 
determined by the conditions that xv(to) = x0 and (regarding points in Rn 
as column matrices) 
xv’(t) = A(t) xv(t) + v(t) for t E T; (4-l) 
i.e., for v E Y(V), x, is given by 
xv(t) = Q(t) x0 + @p(t) j-1 @j(s)-l v(s) ds for t E I’, 
where @ is uniquely determined as a function on T into the nonsingular 
409/50/3-8 
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n x n matrices by the conditions that @(t,,) be the identity matrix and 
Q’(t) = A(t) a(t) for t E T. 
The bang-bang principle for this control system asserts that 
{xv(tl): w e Y(V)} = {xv(t,): w E SP(ext co V)}, (4-2) 
the left side being defined as the attainable set. From Corollary 4.1 we infer 
that (4-2) holds if ext co V has no hollow FLS. (This, being weaker than the 
usual assumption that V is integrably bounded, does not insure that the 
attainable set is compact.) As an illustrative example let V be co F with F as 
in 2.1(d). 
We remark that the control system (4-l) is often given (e.g., [9, Section 51) 
by specifying q~ T x R* -+ Rn and U: T +B(R”) and representing 
e, E Y(V) as p(*, u( .)) with u a selection of U. If one admits nonmeasurable u 
for which ~(a, u(.)) is measurable, the bang-bang problem under this reformu- 
lation remains (by the Axiom of Choice) that of proving (4-2). If, as is usual, 
measurability of u is also required, one must condition 9 and U sufficiently 
to apply a measurable implicit function theorem. However, attainability 
questions can be studied under (4-l) quite apart from this implicit function 
problem, and results on the latter can be superimposed on the former. (This 
is the implied viewpoint in [15, Section 61, for example.) In this sense, there 
is no loss of generality in (4-l). 
To present our final application, we define the asymptotic one of a convex 
nonempty A CR” to be a(A) = {z: x + A CA}. 
THEOREM 4.2. If F: T -+ B(R”), co SF = s co F # 0, andz 6 @(co SF), 
then z $ Gl(co F(t)) for t E T. 
Proof. Denying the conclusion, choose a measurable Q C T such that 
0 <p(Q) < 03 and x ~Ol(coF(t)) for t EQ. Suppose 0 < 0 E R, and 
x E co SF. Pick fO ,..., f,, E Y(F) and cl, ,..., cy, > 0 such that 
Then 
go ai = 1 and 
x+&z= J[ o i. aifi(t) + --&I dpt + j-T,Q 2 aif i@) d@ ES co F 2 
= co 
s 
F, 
since z E @co F(t)) for t E Q. Hence, x E @(co J’F) contrary to hypothesis. 
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Note added in proof. The bang-bang statement (4-2) holds whenever the attainable 
set is line-free, which is a simpler, although stronger, restriction than ext co I’ having 
no hollow FLS. More generally, in Corollary 3.3 the hypothesis that F > 0 may be 
replaced by the obviously weaker hypothesis that co fF is line-free: Let r = a(cl CO~F) 
(Section 4). Denote the polar of a cone d by dp. Since r is line-free, for some basis 
B of Ii”, B C int(rP). Let r’ = [cone (B)]p. Then r C {0} U int r’, so by [16, Lemma 
2.71 (proved by Klee), for some d, SF C d + r’. Take h : T ---f R” such that J-h = d 
and under (3), h is Borel. Let A be the matrix whose rows are the elements of B and 
F’ = -A[F - h]. Then z > 0 for z E SF’. Let ri(t) = inf{z” : a l F(t)}, t E T, 
i = l,..., n. Contradict J” r( = - co for some i by taking f E Y(F’) and finding j and 
Q such that - n3 < so rj < -s 1 f 1 and 1 sor” 1 < m for all k, and applying the 
selection theorems used in 3.3. Then F” = F’ - Y > 0 and by 3.3, co SF” = s coF”, 
whence co SF = J-co F. 
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